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Appendix 1: Covid Level Response System for 2021-22
KCLMS Covid-19 Response Level
Protocol
Level 0

Guide trigger
N/A

Level 0+

Less than 8 current
isolation periods from
positive tests
N/A
Level 1 has been
suspended as of 17
January 2022

Level 1

Level 2

8 current isolation
periods from positive
tests

Level 3

5 current isolation
periods from positive

Actions
• Air circulation measures
• Hand cleaning + reminders
• Standard timetable rooming
• Full curriculum
• No social distancing
• No masks
• Level 0 with the addition of face coverings
• OLT will determine and communicate the extent of face coverings
e.g. at all times except when eating vs outside of lessons
• Air circulation measures
• Hand cleaning + reminders
• Mask wearing outside of lessons (except if eating/drinking or if
medical exception)
• Covid-rooming enacted
• Break taken in period 2 classrooms (11:15-11:25), eating permitted
except in labs (students may step out)
• Study periods in allocated locations
• Avoid using the cafeteria and kitchen facilities where possible
• All other curriculum activity (e.g. assemblies, clubs, sport) to
continue
• Visitor restriction: request to line managers, HT sign off
• Inform peripatetic staff (counsellor, cleaners, CX externals, club
leaders)
• Outreach sessions continue
• Air circulation measures
• Hand cleaning + reminders
• Mask wearing outside of lessons (except if eating/drinking or if
medical exception)
• Mask wearing recommended in lessons, teachers requested to
wear masks when circulating
• Covid-rooming enacted
• Check-in and house time: x = 12, y = 13
• Break taken in period 2 classrooms (11:15-11:25)
• Study periods in allocated locations
• Cafeteria microwaves and hot drink facilities out of use, trust shop
to remain open
• Staff kitchen: request to limit to essential use only
• Clubs frozen or restricted to individual year groups
• Assemblies run remotely in classes (y12 challenge rooming; y13
roomed to 1,2,3,4,9)
• Challenge, CX to continue in non-standard groups
• Sport moved to every other week: 12/13
• Visitor restriction: request to LMs, HT sign off
• Inform peripatetic staff (counsellor, cleaners, CX externals, club
leaders)
• Outreach sessions continue; suspend outreach assistance from
current students
• Class moved to remote learning
• Teaching from in-school using assigned remote-teaching locations

Level 4

tests within a single
class

• CX to mixed interface (remote with some in school)
• Y13 challenge re-grouping to enable remote stream
• Rest of school moved to Level 2

15 current isolation
periods from positive
tests, or
Too many staff selfisolating to manage
in-school provision

• All classes moved to remote learning
• Individual students may be invited / asked to work in school (e.g.
facilities, SEND)
• Teachers working from home, or at school by request to NC
• Outreach to continue, those teachers to work from school on
outreach teaching days

Guidance and expectation for self-isolating students and teachers
-

-

Self-isolating teachers:
• if unwell, cover provided
• if sufficiently well, remote teaching with students in school
Self-isolating students:
• if unwell, no expectations on learning
• if well, use OneNote landing pages to keep up with material
• students should instigate communication with teachers using email/Teams for ongoing support
• weekly check-in with tutor (e.g. in 1-1 slot or Friday 4pm)
• 30-minute weekly Teams meeting with a core teacher (y12, y13), can be 1-many
• 20-minute weekly Teams meeting with an x-physics teacher (y13), can be 1-many

Level 3 / Level 4 guidance for remote learning
Remote lessons will start and finish at the same time as the current timetable, i.e. period 1 begins promptly at 09:25 and period 6 ends at 16:00 every day.
If a shift to remote learning has been announced, you should take the following preparatory steps as soon as possible:
-

-

Prepare your home-learning workstation:
• choose a good working location, idea featuring a desk, a chair, good wifi, privacy for voice interaction
• set up your computer and Wacom slate comfortably; if you have a separate keyboard and mouse (wireless sets are available online for approx. £15), use a shoebox or pile of books to raise your laptop so that the screen
is close to eye level
Ensure you have access to each Notebook in Microsoft OneNote for each of your teachers
Check you have access to Teams for each of your lessons in Microsoft Teams.

At the start of each remote lesson:
-

Complete the register in the Collaboration Space of your Notebooks: your teachers will ensure a registration template is ready for this to happen.
Review the instructions available on the class OneNote Landing Page. You will likely be asked to log on to a MS Teams meeting at the start of the lesson.
During MS Teams meetings, you must:
• keep your microphone muted except when speaking
• keep your camera on
• use a blurred or false background

For all other activity, such as assemblies/clubs/speakers:
-

It is important that you check email frequently during a phase of remote learning. You should do so at least three times: every morning before the start of school, once during lunch and once at the end of the day.
Emails will clarify how to access other activities.
Assemblies and Speakers will be run as Teams meetings.
Those clubs that do continue during any remote phase will also run as Teams meetings.
Friday afternoon sport will take a different format during any phase of remote school.

You may wish to re-familiarise yourself with our remote learning systems by reviewing this presentation.

Level 3 / Level 4 guidance for remote teaching
Remote lessons will start and finish at the same time as the current timetable, i.e. period 1 begins promptly at 09:25 and period 6 ends at 16:00 every day.
If a shift to remote learning has been announced, you should take the following preparatory steps as soon as possible:
-

-

Prepare your home-learning workstation:
• Choose a good working location, idea featuring a desk, a chair, good wifi, privacy for voice interaction.
• For new staff, a budget of up to £250 is available for purchasing furniture/equipment for improved working from home. We request that you purchase items up front and claim funds using an expense claim form.
• Set up your computer and Wacom slate for ergonomic use. You may ask Noel to provide you with a mouse, keyboard, headset and monitor.
Ensure you have access to each Notebook in MS OneNote for each of your classes.
Check you have access to the relevant MS Team for each of your classes.

For each remote lesson:
-

-

Set up a register in the Collaboration Space of your Notebooks ready for students to fill in. The register is a table containing their names with a column for student entry. You are encouraged to use this as an engagement
activity as well as a register – feel free to ask something that invites student to contribute individually, e.g. favourite morning beverage.
Prepare instructions for the lesson on the class OneNote Landing Page. You should keep these as simple as possible. It is very effective to consistently provide a link to an MS Teams meeting (or channel in which you’ll host a
meeting), and then provide further instructions in that meeting.
During MS Teams meetings, you should:
• keep your camera on
• use a blurred or false background
Online whiteboards are highly effective for seeing what students are writing and providing feedback. KCLMS favourites are: whiteboard.fi / whiteboard.chat / MS Whiteboard

